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Developmental Biomarkers of Aging in
Caenorhabditis elegans
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The developmental process of the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is famously invariant; however, these
animals have surprisingly variable lifespans, even in extremely homogenous environments. Inter-individual differences in muscle-function decline, accumulation of lipofuscin in the gut, internal growth of food
bacteria, and ability to mobilize heat-shock responses all appear to be predictive of a nematode’s remaining lifespan; whether these are causal, or mere correlates of individual decline and death, has yet to be
determined. Moreover, few ‘‘upstream’’ causes of inter-individual variability have been identiﬁed. It may
be the case that variability in lifespan is entirely due to stochastic damage accumulation; alternately, perhaps such variability has a developmental origin and/or genes involved in developmental canalization
also act to buffer phenotypic heterogeneity later in life. We review these two hypotheses with an
eye toward whether they can be experimentally differentiated. Developmental Dynamics 239:1306–1314,
2010. V 2010 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
The tremendous variability in lifespan
between species, and the existence of
mutations and conditions that can drastically alter lifespan in model organisms (up to a 10-fold extension in Caenorhabditis elegans: Arantes-Oliveira
et al., 2003; Ayyadevara et al., 2008)
may at times obscure the smaller but
still quite signiﬁcant—and, of course,
intensely relevant to a given individual—differences in lifespan between
members of the same species, even in
very similar environments. Indeed, in
the extreme case of fully homozygous,
genetically identical (isogenic) C. elegans raised in the homogenous environment of a completely deﬁned liquid culture at 20 C, the mean reported
lifespan was 30 days, with a 20-day
standard deviation and a 93-day maxi-

mum (Szewczyk et al., 2006)! (Lifespan
on standard NGM plates with bacterial
OP50 food in that study also showed
signiﬁcant variability about the mean:
1666 days, with a 30-day maximum.)
What, then, underlies the width of
these distributions? Is epigenetic variation in gene expression or chromatin
state a root cause of this phenotypic heterogeneity? Or perhaps microenvironmental ﬂuctuations or stochastic
damage accumulation dominates the
equation?
If measures can be found that predict
which animals are likely to live longer
than others, they may suggest genetic
pathways or physiological responses
that underlie the inter-individual variability in longevity. Often called ‘‘biomarkers of aging’’ (Baker and Sprott,
1988; Ingram, 1988; Miller, 2001), such

measures must, at most basic, predict
the remaining lifespan or health-span
(the length of time before senescent
decline) of a given individual, and do so
better than chronological age alone.
Figure 1 illustrates the levels of putative biomarkers in three different nematodes: a short-lived ‘‘frail’’ animal, an
average worm, and a long-lived ‘‘robust’’
individual. The ﬁrst row shows an uninformative marker that changes strictly
with the passage of time. At a given
time (dashed vertical line), the level of
the marker does not differ between the
different individuals, and thus cannot
provide any information about which
animal is likely to live the longest. The
second row illustrates what has been
conventionally understood to be a ‘‘biomarker of age’’ (Miller, 2001): a parameter that varies with respect to the
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Fig. 1. Each graph illustrates changes in the levels of a putative ‘‘biomarker of longevity,’’ that is, a
parameter that can predict age at death, in three nematodes with different lifespans. The first row
illustrates that simple change through time does not a biomarker make: at any given time (vertical
dashed line), each worm has the same biomarker level and thus the marker cannot differentiate the
animals. However, as in the second row, a marker that correlates directly with the fraction of each
animal’s lifespan that is elapsed (or remains) is of distinct interest. Finally, as in the third row, a marker
need not change through time to be informative regarding eventual lifespan.

remaining lifespan of an individual.
Here, the robust individual has a lower
level of the biomarker than others at
the same age, indicating that it is ‘‘physiologically younger’’; that is, a smaller
portion of its life has elapsed. Finally,
the third row serves to remind that
processes that do not change through
time may still vary between individuals
in a manner predictive of overall
longevity.
Much is known about the physiology
and genetics of aging in C. elegans,
though it remains an open question as
to whether lifespan variability is driven
by the same pathways that are known
to inﬂuence longevity when experimentally manipulated (for recent reviews of
genetic determinants of lifespan, see,
e.g., Antebi, 2007; Braeckman and Vanﬂeteren, 2007; Daitoku and Fukamizu,
2007; Houthoofd and Vanﬂeteren, 2007;
Kennedy, 2008; Piper et al., 2008;
Miller, 2009; Salminen and Kaarniranta, 2009). Overall, the extensive

knowledge of the biology of C. elegans,
the ability to control the culture conditions to a very high degree, and the
large inter-individual differences in longevity, make this nematode an ideal
system for elucidating the root causes of
lifespan variability.

DESCRIPTIVE BIOLOGY OF
LIFESPAN VARIABILITY
In a pioneering study, Michael Klass
provided the initial description of many
now well-known features of nematode
longevity, including the dependence of
lifespan on temperature and dietary
intake, and the gradual increase in
autoﬂuorescent intestinal granules
through time (Klass, 1977). In addition,
this work reported slight but signiﬁcant
effects of parental age (anti-correlated
with progeny lifespan) and parental
lifespan (correlated with progeny lifespan). In the same year, an age-related
decline in muscle function (assayed by

locomotory ability, pharyngeal pumping, and defecation rates) was described
(Croll et al., 1977). Much of the subsequent work on variability in nematode
aging has focused on muscle function
and gut autoﬂuorescence, which correlate with chronological age and vary
greatly between same-aged individuals.
Shortly after this initial work, a
direct analysis of heterogeneity in the
decline of nematode locomotory function through aging was performed by
grouping individual animals into one of
three categories: those with smooth, sinusoidal, and spontaneous movement;
those with irregular yet spontaneous
movement; and ﬁnally, those with
movement only after physical stimulus
(Hosono et al., 1980). Individuals proceed through these classes at different
rates, and remaining lifespan (after 8
days of life) was shown to depend dramatically on an individual’s locomotory
class. Moreover, various other markers
that changed with chronological age—
loss of pharyngeal pumping and loss of
resistance to Nile blue staining—also
correlated with these locomotory
classes in same-aged populations in
this study. This type of analysis was
later revisited by the Driscoll lab, which
classiﬁed individual animals based on
response to physical stimulus (smooth
movement, irregular movement, or
head movement only) (Herndon et al.,
2002), ﬁnding that the ‘‘remaining longevity’’ left to worms in each class was
different between the classes and moreover not strongly dependent on the age
of the animals. That is, motor function
was more predictive of remaining lifespan than chronological age alone (see
also the re-analysis of this data in
Golden et al., 2008). Moreover, via electron microscopy, this study demonstrated that the nervous system
remained relatively intact with age,
while muscle cells succumbed to degeneration over time, though in a stochastic manner, such that a particular cell
might be dysfunctional though its
neighbors remain unimpaired. Overall,
therefore, motor and muscle-function
decline, which not only varies between
different individuals but also between
cells in a given individual, appears to be
predictive of lifespan. (See also Wolkow,
2007, for an excellent review of musclefunction aging in C. elegans.)
Does the correlation between movement and lifespan hold quantitatively,
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however? That is, moving beyond broad
functional categories, can quantitative
measures of movement rate predict
with any reliability a given individual
animal’s lifespan? An early study measured movement rate after mechanical
stimulation (in body waves/minute)
and concluded that while movement
declines through time, the rate of
decline in movement rates was not correlated with overall lifespan (Bolanowski et al., 1981). (These authors obtained similar results with defecation
rates, also reported elsewhere to slow
through time: Croll et al., 1977;
Thomas, 1990). However, recent work
using quantitative machine-vision
approaches to measure un-stimulated
movement rates (in mm/sec) demonstrated a strong correlation between
decline in movement rates (between
days of adulthood 3 and 9) and lifespan
(Hsu et al., 2009). Moreover, this latter
work showed weaker but non-trivial
anti-correlation between longevity and
movement rate at day 3 (faster-moving
3-day-olds die sooner; perhaps a ‘‘live
fast die young’’ effect), and correlation
between longevity and movement rate
at day 9 (faster-moving 9-day-olds die
later). Work by Tom Johnson in a
slightly different experimental context
—recombinant inbred lines constructed
by an out-cross followed by multiple
generations of self-fertilization—also
demonstrated that differences in the
rate of decline in spontaneous movement rates was correlated with different longevities in the various lines
(Johnson, 1987; Johnson et al., 1988).
Strains with speciﬁc pro-longevity
mutations were also shown to have
slower declines in movement rates over
time (Duhon and Johnson, 1995).
In a different vein, a recent study
applied machine-vision and machinelearning techniques to devise an ‘‘age
score’’ based on high-resolution light
micrographs of the muscular nematode
pharynx, which visibly deteriorates
through time (Johnston et al., 2008).
Previously, qualitative analysis of head
tissues imaged with light microscopy
had shown that visible changes in tissue ‘‘texture’’ correlated in a stereotyped manner with the time and other
age-related phenotypes (like gut autoﬂuorescence accumulation), and could
be used to differentiate progeric shortlived mutants (those with accelerated
aging per se) from other short-lived

mutants with speciﬁc pathologies (Garigan et al., 2002). Another study documented in more detail the natural history of pharyngeal muscle decline
through time (via measures of both
pumping rate and visual scores of muscle decrepitude), and determined, using
slow-pumping mutants, that pumping
rate was correlated with muscle decline
(Chow et al., 2006). Though no explicit
inter-individual comparisons were
made, it remains an interesting hypothesis that differences in pumping rates
within isogenic animals might correlate
with differential rates of muscle
decline. In each study, signiﬁcant heterogeneity in pharyngeal texture in
same-age animals was found, and the
quantitative age scores generated by
Johnston et al. (2008) were predictive of
future pharyngeal pumping ability.
(These investigators did not attempt to
predict remaining longevity from the
age score.) Another work took a different approach to quantitatively integrating information about pharyngeal
pumping rate, movement, and lifespan,
by deﬁning measures of health that
included the length of time before movement speed or pumping rates fell below
a certain threshold (Huang et al., 2004).
This study found that lifespan was
indeed correlated with ‘‘fast movement
span’’ (length of time before an individual no longer made smooth, spontaneous movements of a certain speed,
which is roughly equivalent to the initial classes of movement phenotypes in
the previous studies of locomotory class:
Hosono et al., 1980; Herndon et al.,
2002) and two different ‘‘pumping
spans’’ (length of time until pharyngeal
pumping rates fell below two different
thresholds).
Given that in most studies death is
deﬁned as cessation of muscle function,
there is some circularity to the logic of
predicting time-of-death by measures of
muscle function. This could be remedied by the use of more direct indicators of widespread loss of cellular homeostasis (that is, organismal death), such
as dyes that are excluded from intact
cell membranes but stain ‘‘dead’’ cells
(Gill et al., 2003; Moy et al., 2009).
Alternately, if other age-related processes correlate with muscle decline better than with time alone, that might
suggest that there is a continuum process of organismal aging in general.
Indeed, there is one such process: the

accumulation of autoﬂuorescent gut
granules, which, as above, occurs
through time (Klass, 1977; Davis et al.,
1982; Garigan et al., 2002). Autoﬂuorescent ‘‘age pigment,’’ or lipofuscin, is
composed of non-degradable, highly
oxidized material that cannot be exocytosed, and thus accumulates over time
in lysosomes of post-mitotic cells (across
taxa, from nematodes to humans: for
reviews, see Yin, 1996; Terman and
Brunk, 2004, 2006). Earlier work in the
Russell laboratory also demonstrated
an age-dependent increase in per-animal lysosomal hydrolase activity (Bolanowski et al., 1983), which may be
related to lipofuscin accumulation.
(This work also demonstrated the technical feasibility of single-animal assays
of hydrolase activity, though no attempt
was made to correlate individual
animals’ health-states with enzyme
function.)
Following the work of Herndon et al.
(2002), Gerstbrein and colleagues
measured in vivo ﬂuorescent spectra
from same-age animals that had been
segregated into the previously deﬁned
three classes of locomotory function,
and found that poor motor function correlated with larger amounts of age pigment accumulation: animals in the
decrepit, nigh-immobile class had four
times the lipofuscin accumulation of
animals in the healthiest class (Gerstbrein et al., 2005). Overall, the relationship suggests that some coherent aging
process, beyond the simple effects of
time, which are controlled for by examining same-aged animals, causes both
ﬂuorescent macromolecular aggregation and muscle decline to occur together. Alternately, one may be a direct
or indirect cause of the other.

HOMEOSTATIC
MECHANISMS
What could be the basis of such a
‘‘coherent aging process’’? Both lipofuscin accumulation and muscle decline
may be end results of a gradual diminution in macromolecular homeostasis:
the loss of the ability to degrade (in the
former case) and/or maintain through
degradation and re-synthesis (in the
latter) large protein structures. (For a
review of this perspective on the mechanistic basis of aging, see Rattan, 2008.)
The hypothesis that aging is a coordinated decline in various functions
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across multiple tissues appears to be
unable to explain the striking stochasticity in muscle-cell decline observed, in
which muscle tissues in single animals
contained both visibly sarcopenic and
intact cells (according to both light and
electron microscopy; Herndon et al.,
2002). By deﬁnition, homeostatic processes buffer an internal state from
change; however, once this buffering
capacity is exhausted, the change in cellular state can often be dramatic and
rapid. This threshold effect can thus
magnify small inter-cell differences,
producing a situation where one cell is
intact (buffering ability not quite exhausted) while a neighbor is decrepit
(buffering ability only recently exhausted), despite both cells experiencing largely the same diminution in
homeostatic capacity. (For example, the
ability of buffering processes to lead to
bimodal responses to environmental
stresses has been studied in some detail
in bacteria: for a review see, e.g., Avery,
2006).
Are inter-individual differences in
longevity explicable by declines in speciﬁc homeostatic processes? It seems
broadly clear that long-lived mutants
are generally resistant to various stressors (for reviews see, e.g., Johnson
et al., 2002; Kenyon, 2005; Wolff and
Dillin, 2006; Miller, 2009), and that
overexpression of stress-response genes
can prolong longevity (Hsu et al., 2003;
Walker and Lithgow, 2003; Morley and
Morimoto, 2004). Might differences in
the capacity to buffer stressors determine inter-individual differences in
longevity? A series of studies in the
Johnson lab and others has clearly
demonstrated that, in a process called
‘‘hormesis,’’ exposure to mild stressors
can extend nematode lifespan (see, e.g.,
Butov et al., 2001; Cypser and Johnson,
2002; Cypser et al., 2006). For example,
mild heat shock can cause C. elegans to
live 15% longer than un-heated, genetically identical controls (Lithgow et al.,
1995), perhaps by providing a pulse of
chaperone and protein turnover activity that gives cells a one-time ‘‘clean
out’’ without altering the long-term rate
of damage accumulation (in demographic terms, single heat shock
decreases initial mortality rates, without changing the rate of increase in
mortality with time: Wu et al., 2008).
Moreover, within the heat-shocked population, Rea and colleagues demon-

strated that nematodes that mobilize
stronger heat shock responses (assayed
via expression of a hsp16.2::GFP reporter) have signiﬁcantly longer poststress lifespans (Rea et al., 2005). This
work represents perhaps the clearest
case to date of a single gene’s expression
providing a biomarker for ultimate longevity, albeit in an experimentally perturbed population.
It is not clear whether inter-individual variability in baseline, unperturbed longevity is mechanistically
related to these reported inter-individual differences in hormetic
responses to heat shock. Certainly,
heat-shock proteins do act in nonstressed conditions to buffer macromolecular heterogeneity by ensuring
(as in heat-shock conditions) that proteins are folded correctly (Roberts and
Feder, 1999; Frydman, 2001; Rutherford, 2003). Moreover, HSP90 appears
to also act in developmental canalization, buffering phenotype against
environmental and even genetic variability, at least in other species (Milton et al., 2003, 2006; Debat et al.,
2006). Further, in C. elegans, other
heat-shock factors also appear to play
a role in normal development (Walker
et al., 2003) and in protein homeostasis during infection (Mohri-Shiomi
and Garsin, 2008). Finally, various
heat-shock proteins, in interaction
with insulin-like signaling, have been
shown to change longevity when
manipulated (Walker and Lithgow,
2003; Morley and Morimoto, 2004). As
such, it is tempting to speculate that
individual variability in these factors
may determine individual variability
in basal (unperturbed) longevity.
Other genes involved in macromolecular homeostasis may also underlie
inter-individual differences. One such
additional connection may lie in the
autophagy pathway: the ability of cells
to turn over their protein contents
decreases over time (resulting in and/or
resulting from an increase in autoﬂuorescent lipofuscin). Moreover, many
genes involved in autophagy have lifespan phenotypes when mutated (Terman and Brunk, 2006; Hansen et al.,
2008; Eskelinen and Saftig, 2009; Rajawat et al., 2009; Salminen and Kaarniranta, 2009). However, no studies on
inter-individual variability in autophagocytic ability in nematodes have yet
been performed.

Aging hermaphrodite nematodes
also appear to lose homeostatic control
of germ-line DNA proliferation. After
the end of the reproductive period, large
masses of DNA accumulate in the body
cavity of hermaphrodite worms (Golden
et al., 2007). The degree of this accumulation is extremely variable between
individuals, as measured by genome
copy number; however, different degrees
of accumulation of genetic material have
not yet been shown to predict other
measures of individual longevity or
health. In addition, pharmacological prevention of DNA duplication in adult
nematodes does not extend life (Gandhi
et al., 1980), suggesting that the accumulation per se does not cause dysfunction;
nevertheless, it may report on the loss of
one or more homeostatic mechanisms.

TRANSCRIPTIONAL
BIOMARKERS
In and of itself, the fact that a gene
changes expression over time is not sufﬁcient for that gene to be a useful biomarker of longevity (see, e.g., the ﬁrst
row of Fig. 1; note also that the third
row illustrates that change through
time is not necessary for a biomarker either.) Nevertheless, genes that change
expression over time, especially those
that have longevity phenotypes on
knockout or overexpression, may have
a role in inducing or limiting senescence, and may provide clues about the
origins of lifespan variability.
Early work in the Johnson lab demonstrated that there were indeed genes
with expression changes between
young adult and aged populations (Fabian and Johnson, 1995). With the
advent of microarray technology, the
Johnson and Kim labs were able to systematically identify many more genes
with temporally variable expression
patterns. In particular, many of these
genes, such as those involved in heatshock response and insulin-like signaling, had known longevity phenotypes
(Lund et al., 2002). More recently, these
groups mined expression-proﬁling data
to identify an age-correlated upward
‘‘drift’’ in the levels of the embryonically
active GATA transcription factors ELT5 and ELT-6. This drift was demonstrated to be responsible for age-related
changes in expression levels of many
other genes (Budovskaya et al., 2008),
and, moreover, knockdown of ELT-5 or
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ELT-6 extended lifespan. Together, this
indicates a causal role in lifespan determination for this drift in expression, at
least at the population level.
Ultimately, however, measurements
must be made on different individuals
to determine if gene-expression variability at a given time correlates with
lifespan or health states. Toward this
end, Golden and colleagues have
devised protocols to proﬁle gene expression in individual nematodes (a technical as well as statistical challenge, as
such experiments require many individual animals in order to achieve signiﬁcant results; Golden et al., 2006). An
early foray into this realm compared
gene expression in many individuals at
different ages in wild-type and a longlived mutant background, but did not
detect any systematic increase in interindividual gene expression variance
with longevity; moreover, only one gene
(a transcription initiation factor) was
found to have a variance that changed
signiﬁcantly between time points in
wild-type animals (Golden and Melov,
2004). A further study correlated individual gene expression patterns with
chronological age or locomotory class (a
reasonable proxy for remaining longevity, as total RNA isolation is an invariably fatal procedure) (Golden et al.,
2008). This work found that gene
expression can indeed quantitatively
predict chronological age, and can predict locomotory class with high probability. While it is not possible to determine from such studies whether the
levels of certain genes will predict
future longevity better than chronological age alone, many of the genes shown
to change with time, or between animals in different locomotory classes,
may be candidate biomarkers. (It would
also be of great interest to compare
gene expression proﬁles between sameaged animals of different locomotory
classes, in order to tease apart genes
that change generally with time from
those that report directly on health
state.) These studies identiﬁed many
genes and gene classes of interest that
change with time, including decreases
in genes related to protein, DNA, and
lipid metabolism, and increases in celldeath-related genes and various transcription factors (Golden et al., 2008).
Overall, this work makes it clear that
statistical analysis of gene expression
proﬁles can predict age and health

states—that is, expression proﬁles in
aggregate can be used as age biomarkers—and also highlights particular mechanisms of age-related deterioration that may be worth detailed
examination
for
inter-individual
variability.

BACTERIAL
ACCUMULATION
Bacterial accumulation in the pharynx
and intestine has long been observed in
aged C. elegans (Vanﬂeteren et al.,
1998), and feeding nematodes with
dead or growth-arrested bacteria as
their food source signiﬁcantly increases
lifespan over the standard culture conditions of the freely-proliferating (if
uracil auxotrophic) Escherichia coli
strain OP50 (Gems and Riddle, 2000;
Garigan et al., 2002). Further, the
decline in pharyngeal pumping rates
with time is diminished on non-proliferating bacteria (Chow et al., 2006).
Finally, long-lived daf-2 mutant worms
are also more resistant to infection with
pathogenic bacteria, and the relative
lifespan extension compared to wildtype is diminished on nonpathogenic
strains (Garsin et al., 2003). It thus
appears that bacterial proliferation is a
cause of death in C. elegans, and that in
some long-lived mutant strains, lifespan extension is effected through
increased pathogen resistance.
Might inter-individual differences in
bacterial accumulation account for longevity differences? Feeding UV-killed
bacteria has been shown to decrease
inter-individual variability in male survival (Gems and Riddle, 2000), and
more recently, intestinal bacterial load
(measured using OP50 expressing
YFP) at adult day 3 was shown to anticorrelate with individual longevity
(Baeriswyl et al., 2009). The precise
mechanism of killing of worms by proliferating bacteria is not well understood
(and it is unlikely related to decreased
nutrient uptake per se, as that promotes longevity: see, e.g., Masoro,
2005). It has been speculated that the
shortened lifespan is due to host
responses: perhaps there is an adaptive
shift in reproductive schedule toward
increased early fecundity (at the cost of
reproductive and overall lifespan) in
the presence of pathogenic bacteria
(Baeriswyl et al., 2009), or perhaps
there is collateral tissue damage

from the nematode innate immune
responses, which involve production of
reactive oxygen species (Chávez et al.,
2007; Mohri-Shiomi and Garsin, 2008).
These species, which damage the intestine, also promote the formation of lipofuscin deposits (Chávez et al., 2007); as
such, one might imagine that muscle
decline could lead to decreased bacterial
grinding and disruption in the pharynx,
promoting intestinal accumulation of
living bacteria, which induces damaging host responses (visible via lipofuscin
accumulation) that may also further
impair muscle function. As above,
decline in pharyngeal muscle function
is diminished (but not eliminated) in
the absence of proliferating bacteria
(Chow et al., 2006), the absence of
which also decreases the rate of lipofuscin accumulation (Chávez et al., 2007;
Baeriswyl et al., 2009); however, as of
yet there has been no direct demonstration that muscle decline per se permits
bacterial accumulation. Note also that
while bacterial load predicts differences
in longevity (Baeriswyl et al., 2009), in
at least one study, nematodes reared
in a liquid, bacteria-free, chemicallydeﬁned medium had much larger variability in longevity (relative to the
mean lifespan) than did those raised on
bacterial food on solid media (Szewczyk
et al., 2006), though ﬁrm conclusions
are difﬁcult to draw because of the liquid-versus-solid culture confound. In
general, though, it appears that killing
by bacterial crowding is one but not the
only driver of inter-individual differences in life and health spans in worms.

PERSPECTIVE
The fundamental question to be asked
about inter-individual differences, in
lifespan or any other phenotype, is simply where does the variability originate?
In the case of longevity, are different
animals born with different degrees of
‘‘frailty’’ or do genetically identical individuals diverge as a result of stochastic
insults (like damage from reactive oxygen species) of different number of or
different severity? In the former case,
inter-individual differences should be
detectable early, while in the latter,
individual phenotypes would become
more divergent through time. Thus, the
ability of events early in life (such as
degree of bacterial accumulation at the
third day of adult life) to predict in a
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reasonably linear fashion eventual longevity (in the 10- to 15-day range)
(Baeriswyl et al., 2009) would appear to
augur for the former hypothesis. However, perhaps even at that early time,
the relevant damage has already been
accumulated? On the other hand, ﬁndings of stochastic divergence between
individuals only late in life do not necessarily falsify a hypothesis of differential
rates of basal ‘‘frailty,’’ which may be
obscured by homeostatic buffering until
later in life when these mechanisms
ﬁnally become overwhelmed. Of course,
it is entirely likely that both mechanisms are at play, as they are in no
sense mutually exclusive.
Biomarkers of either mechanism
might be expected to exist: a marker
could correlate with the state of damage
accumulation in particular cells or tissues, or it could correlate with (or in
fact determine!) that individual’s fundamental ‘‘frailty.’’ It will likely be very
difﬁcult, for the reasons outlined above,
to perfectly distinguish between these
two cases, but the possibility to do so
does exist. If damage accumulation is
cell-autonomous or ‘‘tissue-autonomous,’’ it would be reasonable to expect
that different cells and tissues would
age stochastically and independent of
one another; as such, correlations
between disparate biomarkers would
be surprising. For example, suppose the
decline in pharyngeal pumping rate
were shown to correlate with gut autoﬂuorescence accumulation. If it could be
shown that decreasing the pumping
rate does not cause an increase in lipofuscin (or vice versa), then these two
effects must be correlated due to some
common upstream cause. A priori, stochastic damage at the single-cell level
would appear to be an unlikely cause of
coordinated decline in disparate tissues;
thus, declines in function that correlate
better than expected due to time alone
would hint that there are mechanisms
that determine overall frailty at the
organismal level. Nevertheless, if interindividual differences in frailty are to be
invoked, their causes must be positively
identiﬁed. Moreover, it is important to
publicize negative results of studies
designed to look for such frailty mechanisms: while repeated failure to ﬁnd
something does of course not conﬁrm its
non-existence, it would be suggestive.
Some demographic analyses also
provide suggestive evidence that frailty

differences do exist. In particular,
throughout most of life, an individual’s
probability of death per unit time
increases approximately exponentially;
however, at the end of life, this probability begins to plateau. This ‘‘mortality
deceleration’’ has been observed in
nematodes and across diverse taxa
(Vaupel et al., 1998; Johnson et al.,
2001), and may indicate that the original population was made up of individuals with different frailties: as the
frailer die off, the more robust, with a
lower probability of death over time,
remain (Vaupel et al., 1979). Typically,
this posited heterogeneity cannot be
directly; indeed, mortality deceleration
can be explained equally well by demographic models that account only for
stochastic
damage
accumulation
(Yashin et al., 1994). However, in the
case of an intervention such as hormetic
heat-shock, it may be possible to make
inferences about the origins of postintervention variability through demographic analysis. Examination of mortality curves, which plot probability of
death versus time, shows that in heatpulsed populations mortality increases
through time at the same rate as in
untreated animals, but the treated animals start from a position of lower initial risk (Wu et al., 2008). Thus, it
appears that heat treatment increases
some basal fortitude. This hypothesis is
further buttressed by results from statistically modeling the overall population as a mixture of animals with different degrees of frailty, which indicate
that heat shock somehow shifts individuals from more frail to more robust
(Yashin et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2006,
2008). On the other hand, following
multiple heat pulses, treated animals
experience both lower initial mortality
and a slower increase in the daily probability of death (Wu et al., 2009); thus,
in these conditions, an increase in initial health is joined by a lower rate of
damage accumulation through time.
Overall, therefore, individual frailty
does appear to be modulable by heat
shock. As Waddington pointed out in
his work introducing the notion of developmental canalization, traits that
are deﬁned by stereotyped responses to
environmental conditions can be easily
co-opted by developmental processes
(which may then drive the response
from an endogenous as opposed to
environmental stimulus) (Waddington,

1942). Thus, it may not be folly to expect
that ﬁndings that frailty can be manipulated by heat shock might also indicate that frailty can be manipulated
developmentally. Indeed, as above,
heat-shock genes are important in normal development in nematodes (Walker
et al., 2003) and other species; particular, these genes buffer phenotype from
environmental ﬂuctuations during development (Debat et al., 2006; Milton
et al., 2006; Salathia and Queitsch,
2007).
In general, if different individuals do
have different, innate, degrees of frailty
or robustness, then to some extent the
question of longevity becomes a matter
of developmental biology. Potential biomarkers of lifespan may then be found
early in life, perhaps among genes
involved in buffering developmental
processes from environmental perturbation. This sort of canalization may
exist beyond heat shock proteins: it has
been predicted to be a generic feature of
developmental gene-regulatory networks (Siegal and Bergman, 2002;
Bergman and Siegal, 2003), and yeast
genes with ‘‘increased inter-individual
variability’’ knockout phenotypes are
over-represented among highly connected gene and protein interaction
network ‘‘hubs’’ (Levy and Siegal,
2008). Studies of synthetic gene interactions in C. elegans also identify such
hubs, some of which may have phenotypic buffering abilities (Lehner et al.,
2006). It is of interest that these latter
nematode hub genes are primarily
chromatin regulators, which are also
identiﬁed in yeast studies. In addition,
transcriptional proﬁles of individual
aging nematodes show increases in
transcription factor and RNA metabolism genes (Golden et al., 2008), as
might be expected from a homeostatic
response to decreased gene expression
due to age-related aberrations in nuclear architecture (Haithcock et al.,
2005; Golden et al., 2007). Perhaps,
then, some of these hub genes involved
in chromatin homeostasis may buffer
against environmental ﬂuctuations,
and thus may play a role in determining
inter-individual frailties.
Finally, it is worth noting that speciﬁc mechanisms to generate inter-individual differences in phenotype may be
selectively advantageous: within an isogenic population, maintaining a distribution of phenotypes, including some
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that are non-optimal for the current
environment, can allow the genotype to
survive environmental changes (see,
e.g., Martin, 2009). (Observe that isolated, self-fertilizing nematodes are
driven to homozygosity at every locus;
Brenner, 1974. Thus, near-isogeny may
be a natural feature of C. elegans.) For
example, individuals with faster reproductive schedules (though lower overall
fertility) may be at an advantage in certain harsh environments (see, e.g., Williams, 1957), though not in others
(Ratcliff et al., 2009). As such, a distribution of reproductive schedules may
be adaptive in uncertain conditions
(Wilbur and Rudolf, 2006). If, as a consequence of accelerated reproduction,
some individuals are more ‘‘frail’’ than
others (and there appears to be a tradeoff between longevity and fecundity:
Chen et al., 2007; Mukhopadhyay and
Tissenbaum, 2007), then inter-individual frailty differences may be due to
‘‘epigenetic bet-hedging’’ in the distribution of reproductive schedules. Thus,
genes involved in developmental timing
(which have been shown to be involved
in longevity in nematodes: Boehm and
Slack, 2005) and reproductive rates
may also be good candidates for biomarkers of longevity.
In conclusion, though C. elegans have
extremely homogenous developmental
dynamics, adult life histories of genetically identical individuals can be
extremely variable. The eventual longevity of each animal can be predicted in
advance from a handful of known biomarkers, including body muscle function, rate of decline in pharyngeal pumping rates, bacterial accumulation, and
post-heat HSP-16 up-regulation. However, all of these markers, with the
possible exception of the heat-shock
responses, appear to be relatively ‘‘downstream’’: what are the upstream causes
of this variability? Perhaps only the
slings and arrows of each worm’s individual fortune determine life and health
span. Alternately, there is suggestive
evidence that different animals may
begin life with different internal fortitudes, potential mechanisms of which
have been brieﬂy sketched above.
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